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This article proposes an animating system for plant growth in the Lindenmayer (L) system in
which alphabets are parameterized to the length, size, and position of each component of the
plant. The growth rate is approximated by sigmoidal curves. To achieve a realistic leaf shape, a
set of shape functions is used to transform a skeleton of primary branches into the ﬁnal shape.
Genetic algorithm (GA) is used to ﬁt the shape’s parameters. Modeling of the soybean is shown.
The developments of plant growth are smooth and natural as well as realistic. This prototype can
be used to generate a realistic model of any plant based on the L-system. © 2004 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Time-lapse photography reveals the enormous visual appeal of developing
plants, related to the extensive change in topology and geometry during growth.
Consequently, the animation of plant development represents an attractive and
challenging problem for computer graphics.1– 6
This research presents a prototype for creating computer models that capture
the development of plants using the Lindenmayer (L) system and mathematical
model incorporating biological data. The L-system is used for qualitative model in
order to represent plant topology and development.7 There are six consecutive
steps in this method: (1) deﬁning a qualitative model constructed from observations
of plant growth in their life cycle, (2) measurement of key characteristics collected
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from actual plants, (3) converting raw data to growth functions based on sigmoid
function approximations, (4) deﬁning a quantitative model composed from the
qualitative model and growth function, (5) visualization of the quantitative model,
and (6) model evaluations.
The visualization aids in exposing any ﬂaws in the qualitative or quantitative
models and helps to identify any incorrectly estimated functions.8 –12 This research
uses soybean (Glycine max.) for a case study.
The rest of this study is organized into six sections. Section 2 summarizes the
concept of a general L-system. Section 3 expresses the plant modeling, the
qualitative model of plant structure, and the growth function approximation from
the actual plant. Section 4 describes a method to generate a realistic leaf shape.
Section 5 shows the visualization and discusses model evaluation. The conclusion
is given in Section 6.
2.

L-SYSTEM

The L-system was ﬁrst introduced in 1968 by Aristid Lindenmayer as a
mathematical theory of plant development. It attracted the attention of the computer scientists who investigated it through formal language theory. Specialists in
computer graphics, particularly Prusinkiewicz, have used the L-system to produce
realistic image of trees, bushes, and ﬂowers, and some of images are well illustrated in The Algorithmic Beauty of Plants.1
The L-system is formal grammar that is characterized by having a single
axiom, no terminal symbols, and performing all possible symbol replacements in
parallel for each step. A parametric 0L-system, which are context-free, operate on
parametric words, which are a string consisting of letters and parameters called
modules. The letter as in the alphabet is denoted by V, and the set of parameters
is the set of the real numbers ᑬ. A module with letter A 僆 V and parameters a 1 ,
a 2 , . . . , a n 僆 ᑬ is denoted by A(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ). Every module belongs to the
set M ⫽ V ⫻ ᑬ*, where ᑬ* is the set of ﬁnite sequences of parameters. The set
of all the strings of modules are denoted by M* ⫽ (V ⫻ ᑬ*). The set of all
nonempty strings are denoted by M ⫹ ⫽ (V ⫻ ᑬ*) ⫹ .
The real-valued actual parameters appearing in the words correspond with
formal parameters, which may occur in the speciﬁcation of the L-system productions. Let ⌺ be a set of formal parameters, C(⌺) denotes a logical expression with
parameter from ⌺, and (⌺) is an arithmetic expression with parameter from ⌺.
A parametric 0L-system is deﬁned as an ordered quadruple G ⫽ (V, ⌺,  ,
P) where
●
●
●
●

V
⌺

P

is the alphabet of the system
is the set of formal parameters
僆 (V ⫻ ᑬ*) ⫹ is a nonempty parametric word called the axiom
傺 (V ⫻ ⌺*) ⫻ C(⌺) ⫻ (V ⫻ (⌺))* is a ﬁnite set of productions.

For example, if the alphabets V in the system are {F, ⫹}, which may occur many
times in a string. Each letter is associated with a rewriting rule. The rule F 3 F ⫹
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Example of a simple two-dimensional space L-system, I[⫹I]I[⫺I]I[⫹I]I.

F means that letter F is to be replaced by F ⫹ F. The rewriting process starts from
a distinguished string called the axiom or . Given the axiom string F, in the ﬁrst
derivation step, the string F is replaced by string F ⫹ F to be string F ⫹ F. In the
second derivation step, the string F ⫹ F is replaced by string F ⫹ F ⫹ F ⫹ F.
A simple L-system is based on turtle graphics. The basic idea of turtle
interpretation described by Prusinkiewicz, Hammel and Mjolsness3 is as follows.
A turtle can move in any direction, either forward, backward, rightward, or
leftward. Each movement is deﬁned using three primitive symbols, namely, I, ⫹,
and ⫺. Symbol I denotes one unit length of movement, which can be in any
direction. The direction is deﬁned by symbols ⫹ and ⫺. Symbol ⫹ denotes
movement in a counter-clockwise direction and symbol ⫺ denotes the movement
in a clockwise direction. A branch is deﬁned by symbols [ and ]. Symbol [ denotes
the beginning of the branch and symbol ] denotes the end of branch. The movement
can be transformed to a Cartesian coordinate system described by a triplet (X, Y,
␣ ), where X and Y indicate the coordinate of the movement and ␣ indicates the
initial angle of the ﬁrst unit movement with respect to the Y-axis. The ␣ can be
either positive or negative. The other unit movement can have its directional angles
computed by adding or subtracting a constant ␦ to the initial angle ␣. Similarly to
the initial angle ␣, the computed angle is rotated with respect to the Y-axis. Figure
1 shows an example of how symbols I, ⫹, ⫺, [, ] are used to describe the
movement of a turtle with the XY-coordinates and the directional angle ␣. Here, we
set ␣ to ⫺10° and ␦ to 30°.
In case of a three-dimensional movement, a turtle is free to move in any X-,
Y-, or Z-direction. Hence, the directional angles in this case become three. Initial
three directional angles ␣ x , ␣ y , and ␣ z of the ﬁrst unit movement are set with
respect to X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively. The directional angles of the other unit
movements are computed in a similar fashion to that of the two-dimensional case.
Three constants, ␦ x , ␦ y , and ␦ z , are used to adjust the direction of the unit
movements. In addition, the physical location of the unit movement I previously
deﬁned must be represented an XYZ-coordinates. Therefore, a unit movement
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Figure 2. Rotation matrices.

described in the Cartesian coordinate system is denoted by a hexaplet (X, Y, Z, ␣ x ,
␣ y , ␣ z ). After adding/subtracting ␦ x , ␦ y , and ␦ z , the new XYZ-coordinates of the
movement are computed by multiplying the coordinates of the current movement
with the rotation matrices Rx , Ry , and Rz shown in Figure 2. The rotation of a unit
movement and its direction are captured in a symbolic form similar to that in the
two-dimensional case by using these symbols /, , &, ∧, ⫹, ⫺, and 兩. The meaning
of each symbol is explained in Table I. An example of a simple turtle in a
three-dimensional space is
共 ␦ x ⫽ ␦ y ⫽ ␦ z ⫽ 70, ␣ x ⫽ ␣ y ⫽ ␣ z ⫽ 0兲

I关⫺I兴I关⫹I兴I关/I兴I关I兴II

We deﬁne the symbol I as an internode of a plant. The example has 10
internodes, 6 internodes for main stem, and 4 internodes of petiole in each
direction. The visualized image is shown in Figure 3.
Table I. Symbols used in the plant growth L-system.
Symbols
I
i
P
p
A
L
F
⫹
⫺
&
∧


/
兩
[
]

Meaning
It is used to generate the plant internodes
It is used to generate the plant short internodes
It is used to generate the plant petioles
It is used to generate the plant short petioles
It is used to generate the plant apices
It is used to generate the plant leaves
It is used to generate the plant ﬂowers
Turn left by angle ␦ z , using rotation matrix Rz ( ␦ z )
Turn right by angle ␦ z , using rotation matrix Rz (⫺ ␦ z )
Pitch down by angle ␦ y , using rotation matrix Ry ( ␦ y )
Pitch up by angle ␦ y , using rotation matrix Ry (⫺ ␦ y )
Roll left by angle ␦ x , using rotation matrix Rx ( ␦ x )
Roll right by angle ␦ x , using rotation matrix Rx (⫺ ␦ x )
Turn around, using rotation matrix Rx (180)
Push the current state to stack; it is used to set the degree of the plant branch
Pop the current state from stack
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Figure 3. A simple L-system interpretation.

3.

PLANT MODELING

The L-system description of a plant is deﬁned in forms of a set of iterations,
a set of directional and sizing parameters, an initial string, a set of production rules,
and a set of terminating productions.
The angle (␦) is used to set the angle of a the branch. For example, “⫺” is to
turn right by an angle ␦, “∧” is used to pitch up by an angle ␦, and “/” is used to
roll right by an angle ␦. The diameter (D) is used to set the diameter of the ﬁrst
internode.
The axiom () is used to set the start status of the plant. Every start stem is
located at the origin (0, 0, 0) and pointed toward the positive Y-axis. The three
angles for a three-dimensional space ( ␣ x , ␣ y , ␣ z ) are set to zero for the ﬁrst
internode.
The production rule (␥), called “endrule,” is used to terminate the rewriting of
a production. A terminating symbol must be substituted for the corresponding
symbol used by the previously called production rule.
3.1.

Qualitative Model

The modeling process begins with the speciﬁcation of the qualitative model.
It captures the aspects of a plant that can be obtained through the observations and
are deemed essential to its form and development. These include the topology and
the sequence of activities of various plant modules. The main components of the
plant are distinguished and their developmental stages are identiﬁed. The connections between these components also are deﬁned. In this article, we obtain the
qualitative parameters from a soybean.
The qualitative parameters of the soybean model consist of three main parts:
internodes, petioles, and leaves. The simulation begins with ﬁrst pair of leaves.
This is captured by the L-system axiom or the initial string of modules. The axiom
in Figure 4 represents an internode, a pair of leaves and its short internode, and an
apex. The apex A is contained initially within the petioles. After some iterations,
the apex A is substituted by an internode I, a right petiole P, an internode I, a left
petiole B, and an apex A shown by the following production rule:

14
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Figure 4. Axiom ⫽ I[⫹iL][⫺iL]A.

A 3 I关⫺P兴I关⫹B兴A
Each petiole consists of some internodes, some short petioles, a left leaf, a right
leaf, and a middle leaf. The production rules on the left and right petioles are
deﬁned as follows.
P 3 IIII关pL兴关/pL兴关⫺pL兴
B 3 IIII关pL兴关/pL兴关⫹pL兴
The “endrule” is deﬁned as follows.
B 3 IL
P 3 IL
A 3 IL
The foregoing endrules are called at the last iteration. The left petiole (B) as well
as the right petiole (P) and the apex ( A) are substituted by an internode and a leaf.
By using the previously deﬁned production rules with some speciﬁc parameters, the L-system description of a soybean is given as


P1
P2
P3
␥1
␥2
␥3

I[⫹iL][⫺iL]A
A 3 I[⫺P]I[⫹B]A
P 3 IIII[pL][/pL][⫺pL]
B 3 IIII[pL][/pL][⫹pL]
A 3 IL
P 3 IL
B 3 IL

where iterations ⫽ 6, angle (␦) ⫽ 45.0°, and diameter (D) ⫽ 1.5 mm.
In the foregoing L-system, the number of iterations is six; the initial branch
angle is 45° and the diameter of ﬁrst internode is 1.5 mm. After the sixth iteration,
the endrule productions are called to terminate the substitution process.
3.2.

Data Collection

The data of each component are collected from an actual soybean plant. They
are the internode length, diameter, leaf length and width, ﬂowers, and petiole
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Figure 5. Sigmoidal curve approximation.

length corresponding to the time of its life cycle. The actual data are obtained from
ﬁve soybeans everyday for 61 days. The raw data will be used for approximating
the sigmoidal growth function. The data of the soybean are collected manually
using rulers and a protractor.

3.3.

Growth Function

The raw data in Section 3.2 is approximated as a growth function in Figure 5
using a sigmoidal curve approximation. The raw data is converted to growth
function G(t) of length or width at time t and is as
G共t兲 ⫽ L ⫹

U⫺L
1 ⫹ e m共T⫺t兲

where
L
U
m
T
t

the
the
the
the
the

minimum value of length or width
maximum value of length or width
approximated slope of raw data
time at (U ⫹ L)/ 2
independent time variable

Besides the growth function, there is another function that we use to control all the
components of the plant topology, such as the length of each internode from the
ﬁrst node to the last node. The function is
Y i ⫽ c 䡠 a ni
where Y i is the length of node i, c is a constant, a is a real value greater than zero,
and n i is the level of node i.
The initial time of each component is speciﬁed by the following linear
equation:
Bi ⫽ ␤ni ⫹ b
where B i is the initial time of component i, ␤ is the acceleration rate of B i , n i is
the level of component i, and b is a constant.
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Figure 6. Structure of simulation generated from the production rules of the soybean in Section 3.

Every component of a plant is controlled by a self-growth function with either
the same or different slope m, time T, the maximum U, and the minimum L.
Figure 6 shows a structure of simulation generated from the production rules
of the soybean. Figure 6(a) shows the string of the L-system after rewriting the
process. The plant structure in Figure 6(b) is constructed from that L-system string.
Figure 6(d) shows the details of a part of a soybean. Figure 6(c) is the left petiole
component. The right petiole is shown in Figure 6(e). Figure 6(g) shows the axiom
of the soybean. The raw data are converted to growth function corresponding to
each symbol like Figure 6(f).
4.

LEAF SHAPE

Generally, there are some parts of a plant that are difﬁcult to derive by a
rewriting expression such as leaves or ﬂowers. Finding a rewriting expression by
hand for a realistic leaf shape is too difﬁcult. Here, the technique proposes writing
a grammar for the primary branch and using a genetic algorithm (GA) to ﬁt the
shape’s parameters.13
The target picture is taken from the outline of a real leaf. A sample of the
target is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. (a) The real leaf and (b) its outline.

4.1.

Leaf Expression

The leaf shape is derived from a skeleton. The following grammar describes
a skeleton:


P1
P2
P3
P4
␥1
␥2

[BBBBBBBBBBB] [CCCCCCCCCCC]
B 3 J[⫺gU]
C 3 J[⫹hV]
U 3 qKKU
V 3 rKKV
U 3
V 3

where iterations ⫽ 8 and angle (␦) ⫽ 90.0°. The meaning of each symbol is
explained in Table II.

4.2.

Shape Function

To shape a skeleton, the turning angle g, h, q, and r as well as the size K are
parameterized according to a set of shape functions. These functions are described
by ␤-spline in Figure 8. Each segment is parameterized by (m, n), where m is an
Table II. Symbols used in the leaf shape L-system.
Symbols
B, C
U, V
J
K
g, h
q, r

Meaning
A branch
Segments of a branch
The segment between branches along the length of a leaf
The length of a segment of a branch
Initial angle of a segment
Turning angle of a segment
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Figure 8. A ␤-spline function.

index along the length of a leaf and n is an index along the width. The n is the
number of derivations (iteration number).
To vary the shape smoothly, ␤-spline functions are ﬁtted to g, h, q, and r.
Because q and r vary both with m and n, two splines are mixed with the following
formula:

 ⫽ m ⫻ S 1 ⫹ 共1 ⫺ m兲 ⫻ S 2
where m 僆 0, 1; S 1 and S 2 are two splines indexed by n;  is the turning angle;
and J, g, and h each associates with a spline indexed by n.
Figure 9 shows various shapes that can be achieved using different sets of
splines.
4.3.

GAs

GAs14 are used to ﬁnd a set of shape functions that generated primary
branches that ﬁt an outline of a real leaf (Figure 7). GA is based on an inspiration
from natural selection. It was developed by John Holland, his colleagues, and his
student at the University of Michigan. It is a robust algorithm for the searching and
optimization of solutions. Each solution is called an individual. A group of

Figure 9. The picture created from rules: (a) the skeleton and (b)–(d) various transformation
shaped by shape function. (e) An example of a leaf with hand-written shape function.
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individuals are called a population. GA evaluates each individual to measure
ﬁtness. An individual who has high ﬁtness can produce their children or offspring
for the next generation.
In the ﬁrst generation, GA randomly generates a population and evaluates
them. In the second generation, GA selects an individual with probability according to its ﬁtness to produce offspring and modiﬁes them by genetic operators
(reproduction, crossover, and mutation). This process is repeated until the terminating condition is met, such as an individual can solve the problem or the speciﬁc
number of generations has passed.

4.3.1. Individual
An individual in this experiment denotes the parameters of the ␤-spline
function. Each spline has four parameters. There are ﬁve splines in this experiment;
therefore, an individual contains 20 ﬂoating-point variables.

4.3.2. Genetic Operator
The reproduction, crossover, and mutation are used to ﬁnd a solution. The
reproduction is the duplication from the parent to their child. The crossover
operator selects two individuals and splits each individual into two parts at a
random point and recombines them. This method generates two offstrings. The
mutation produces an offspring by randomly changing four values in the parent.

4.3.3. Fitness Function
The ﬁtness for each shape function is the error of the generated leaf from the
target outline.

4.3.4. Genetic Parameters
The genetic parameters are as follows:
Number of individuals
Reproduction
Crossover
Mutation
Number of generations

4.4.

200
20%
40%
40%
200

Leaf Shape Results

Figure 10 shows the results of the ﬁnal generation. The output matches closely
to the target. Figure 11 shows the simulation of smooth growth of leaf shape.
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Figure 10. The leaf development at the 200th generation.

5.

VISUALIZATION

The visualization of the soybean is shown in the vegetative state. Cylinders
are used to represent internode and petiole segments. Spheres are used to represent
jointed internodes. Triangle polygons are used to represent leaves and ﬂowers.
Figure 12 shows some selected stages of the development of a soybean shoot
controlled by the production rules deﬁned in Section 3. The developments in
Figure 11 are started at time t ⫽ 20 according to the sigmoidal curve in Figure 5.
Figure 8 shows different plant structures with the same topology of the
L-system under different parameters. The L-system of Figure 8 is


P1
P2
␥1
␥2

I[⫺1][⫹1][/ 2][2][ ∧ 1][ ∧∧ 1][ ∧ ⫺1][ ∧∧ ⫺1][ ∧ 2][ ∧∧ 2]
1 3 I[/iL][iL]1
2 3 I[⫺iL][⫹iL]2
1 3 IF
2 3 IF

where iterations ⫽ 8, angle (␦) ⫽ 1.5°, and diameter (D) ⫽ 0.8 mm.
In Figure 13, we use eight iterations to four plants. Each plant looks like a
different species. The symbol L and F are linked from our leaf and ﬂower library.
If there are any ﬂaws present in the plant model, the visualization will make
them clear. The adjustment of appropriate parameters such as angle, size, length,
and width can alter the appearance of the output.
It is easy to modify the plant model to make it more realistic by interacting
with the visualization system.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a prototype system to animate plant growth including leaf
shapes. It is useful for creating the continuous development of plant models. The
main contribution is the technique of parametric functional symbols based on the
bracketed L-system. A case is presented using the soybean to validate the prototype.
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Figure 11. Simulation of the smooth growth of leaf shape.

Tong Lin15 implemented the animation of the L-system in a three-dimensional
space plant growing in Java. He developed the plant growth animation by iterating
the L-system. The work presented here differs in the use of parametric functional
symbols, which make the animation smoother. The approach to generate leaf
shapes based on parameter ﬁtting by GAs offers ﬂexibility in generating many
realistic leaf shapes.
This prototype can be used to generate the realistic model of any plant that has
a life cycle similar to the soybean.

Figure 12. Simulation and visualization of soybean shoot expansion over 61 days.
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Figure 13. Different parameters of the same topology of the L-system.
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